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Board of Regents to
vote on ethics code
Tim Brockwell

with what they are here to do in any way."
Student workers are among those who would
be required to sign the proposed code of ethics.
Gavin Wanstreet, junior from Marion, Ill..
T he Board of Regents is considering a new
code of ethics for University employees. which
works at the front desk in Waterfield Library
could go into effect in the ncar future.
and said he understands the importance of a
The code, which would apply to all regents,
code of ethics.
"l have no problem with it," he said. "l
faculty, staff, student workers and volunteers
at the University, would set in place certain
wouldn't want to be discriminated against
rules designed to ensure ethical practices by all
myself."
Murray State employees.
Wilson Aina, graduate .student from
The proposed code will be. discussed in
Louisville, said she recognizes a real need for
today's Board of Regents - - - - - - - - - - - - -- an agreed upon set of ethical
"It really is intended
guidelines.
meeting.
According to University
..I definitely support this
tO be gUidelineS for all
idea," Aina said. "With all
Attorney John Rail, the new
code will contain guidelines associated with the University that is happening on campus
that will help make sure Uni·
about hOW We dO the WOrk right now. it is a very good
thing. You have to start
versity employees maintain
ethical behaviors.
of the University."
somewhere."
uUltimately anything like
While other universities
this is for the Board of
-Randy Dunn
have enacted similar meaUniversity President
sures, this is the first time
Regents to decide," Rail said.
"A draft code has been subsuch an ethical code has been
mitted, and the Board can subtract from or add
consider ed at Murray State.
to the code whatever it sees fit."
"This is something that (University Presi ~
Whlle the specific contents of the code are
dent Randy) Dunn has been interested in for a
yet to be determined, the drafted guidelines
while," Rall said. "Unless the Board says other·
cover a number of ethical practices which Uniwise, I assume it will go into effect as soon as
it:s passed."
vcrsity e mployees will be expected to follow.
According to . Rall, these arc expected to
Dunn said the idea of a code of ethics first
include rules dealing with financial matters.
came as a suggestion from the Council on Post·
.. As a public university, we are stewards of
secondary Ed ucation several years ago. It was
revisited again in December when the auditing
public assets," Rail said. ''We all need to be
careful about the assets w'ith which we arc
firm. hired by the University this year, noticed,
entrusted."
while looking through Murray State's gover·
ILlegal discrimination is another area
nance policies, it did not have one.
addressed by the code.
"It really is intended to be guidelines for all
"We would like to maintain an environment
associated with the University about pow we
do the work of the University," Dunn said. "It's
that is free from illegal discrimination," Rail
said. "If you look at the University Statement of
probably something we've needed for a while
and I'm glad we've finally been able to circleEqual Opportunity, that kind of thing will be in
the ethical code as well."
up and get this ready for review of the Board."
The Board of Regents meets at 1 p.m. today
University employ~es will also find conflicts
of interest in regard to outsid~: activities
in the Jesse Stuart Room of Pogue Library. The
included.
meeting is open to the public.
"Folks may have outside jobs," Rail said.
Contact Brockwell a t timothy ,brockwell@
"They need to do those so they don't interfere
murraystate.edu.
Staff•writer

Rit k Burres/The New>

Sophomore guard Isaiah Canaan 9oes up for a layup aQalnst Morehead State's Kenneth Farled. The Racers, No.1
In the OVC, took a7G-62 victory over the EaQies Thursday niQht at the CFSB Center. see lB.

Event promotes
University, city
partnership

Wattier announces
his resignation
NlckReslde
News Editor

Elizabeth Johnson
Editor-in-Chief
The City of Murray hosted its annual Human Rights Breakfast
Monday at the Robert 0 . Miller Conference Center on the cour·
thousc square. Those in attendance included Murray State
administrators. faculty and staff, Murray Mayor Bill Wells. City
Council members and city residents.
After ~ttcndl·cs looked at brochures and display boards filled
with information on different ethnic and culture groups repre·
sented at Murray State, they congregated around tables to e~t
and discuss happenings about the University and the communi·
ty.
S.G. Carthell and )ody Cofer, co-chairs for the President's
Commission on Diversity and Inclusion, gave a presentation on
the progress of the University's developing Diversity Plan. The
presenters explained the history of the statewide effort and the
process by which the plan would be approved.
The floor was then opened for questions and comments about
how the University and city can work cohesively to make the
plan, which should go into effect next fall, more successful.
University President Randy Dunn, who was unable to attend
the breakfast, said it is vital for the campus and city communitics, especially in small-town areas, to work together in this
movement for diversity and inclusion.
"I think it's true that one entity is only as good as another,"
Dunn said. "So you can have the University that puts a great deal
of stock'and investment in these institutional values, but if the
University's located in a city that doesn't also support that, it
defeats the efforts of the University. At the same time, if a Uni·
versity city is really trying to advance those causes, and is not
getting support from the University located there. their efforts
are going to be for naught."
Wells mentioned some initiatives already taken on by the city,
including busing students do\Yntown via public transit during
Great Beginnings. However, he said improvement is necessary.
Other suggestions included documents being translated into
other languages, increased publicity of international food at the
city and county farmer's markets, student ambassadors from different countries, outreach to local school systems and taking·
campus events into the city. Others discussed the need for more
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Matt Mattingly (left), director of administration for the City of Murray,
and Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs, talk at Monday's
Civil Rlohts Breakfast at the Robert 0. Miller Conference Center.
tolerance of LGBT students. faculty, staff and citizens.
Martin Tracy, who graduated from Murray State in 1965 and
retired to Murray several years ago with his wife. brought up the
idea of integrating community gardens. He suggested the Mur·
ray Environmental Student Society could be a great resource for
the initiative.
"One model that has been successful in the south has been the
development of community gardens with universities working
with towns," he said. "This gets people interacting and actively
engaged in something that not only brings people together, but
produces as well."
His wife and Murray State alumna, Pat, said she noticed a
change in Murray's diversity from the time she graduated until
her return almost 40 years later.
''The diverse students have helped business in Murray incred·
ibly because we didn't use to have international restaurants that
we were proud to take our international visitors to," she said.
"lt's fun to see these students out there feeling quite at home and
taking over a joint. There's much more comfort level and we're
not totally there. but we're making some progress. Murray has
financia lly benefited enormously by the University."
Cart hell said he hopes to see continued development of more
ideas to bring city and University together.
"If we can create opportunities for people to learn about each
other, to learn about someone- these are the sorts of things that,
in addition to the big initiatives, create what I call fellowship,"
Carthell said. "That's what we don't have enough of in the city.
Those arc the types of things that help a community connect."
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@murraystate.edu.

Mark Wattier, former professor of political science who was
suspended without pay after allegedly making racial comments
to two black students in his POL 140 class last semester. has
resigned.
Arlene Johnson, freshman from Sikeston, Mo., was one of the
:;tudents present when Wattier made the following remark:
"I expect it out of you guys anyway,'' he said. according to
case documents. "It is part of your heritage. The slaves never
:;howcd up on time to their owners and were lashed for it. I just
don't have the right to do that."
Johnson contacted the Office of Equal
Opportunity afterward. resulting in the professor's semester-long suspension without
pay or benefits. She said Wattier's resigna·
tion was the best possible outcome. but still
wants closure.
·
"I still never received that apology," John·
I
. son said.
Wattier declined comment to The News.
but did speak with reporters from The Padu·
cah Sun and The Associated Press.
Mark Wattier
"I won't work there ever again," Wattier
told The Paducah Sun about the University.
"Any place that would do this to a person does not deserve that
person's labor ever again."
According to The Paducah Sun, Wattier will still appeal his
suspension to the Board of Regents in order to gain this scmes·
ter's compensation.
According to a letter from his doctor contained in his appeal,
Wattier was diagnosed with depression and anxiety in Scptcm·
ber 2010. Wattier partially attributes his actions, including his
fa ilure to respond to the Office of Equal Opportunity, to his
medical conditions.
T he appeal also states Wattier's comments were taken out of
context. According to the documents. Wattier was referencing
a magazine article titled, "Why Are Most Blacks Always Late?''
The article presents a theory that black slaves protested against
their masters by arriving late.
"My comment was inappropriate," Wattier said in his appeal.
"J regret having said this o ut of context and bluntly."
The other student did not return The News phone calls.
University President Randy Dunn declined to comment about
Wattier's decision to resign.
Conract Reside at nicholas.reside@murraystate.t•du.
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Faculty member guides diversity
.
Across campus
.

John Walker
Staff writer

GTAB eaDs for host famDies

•This is the last in a four-part series commemorating Black History
Month .
S.G. Cart hell, director of the Office of Multicultural Affairs, did not
plan on coming to Murray State when he first started searching for a
job in 2004. But when <1 friend called him up and said the University
was looking for someone to help build diversity on campus, Carthell
traveled from Ohio to sec what kind of place Murray was.
"II was a long drive down that parkway," Carthell said. "But once I
saw Murray I knew this is where I wanted to be."
C:trthell, who received his undergraduate degree from Ball State: and
his graduate degree from Miami of Ohio, said the University's com·
mitment to individual students was the deciding factor in his choice to
take the jnb.
Carthell said his past experiences as a student prepared him for the
task uf running the Multicultural Center on campus.
"1 was one of those grassroots-like folks that went from student
leader to getting involved in black student association," Carthcll said.
"And that really helped me when I started working in student affairs."
He said the University has accomplished much since he first
arrived, including the President's Commission on Diversity and lnclu·

The Give Them a Break program. offering
international students homes during Spring
Break, is looking for local students or families to
open up their homes.
The propm provides a unique opportunity
for both the hosts and guests to be introduced to
different cultures and languages.
Stude.tats int.erested in participating are asked
to vislt www.murraystate.edu/givethemabreak
for more information. The deadline to apply is
March 4.

l11ncheon celebrates women

~ion.

No~te 8relsford/The New>

"I'm really pleased we have hcen able to do quite a few things since
I arrived here," Carthell, who co-chairs the commission said. "We've
still got a lot of work to dn, be we have changed the face of the office
and we've heightened the outreach."
• He said the first change he made was the title of his own office to
help students understand its purpose.
"Till' title of the offict.• was African American Student Services and
Ethnic Programs when I came in," Carthell said. "1 thought a changi:!
was needed in the title to make it more inclusive. What came back
down was Multicultural Affairs."
Carthdl said there will always be issues of discrimination on cam·
pus hut it is up to the individual to be understanding of others and
even tL.;es his own motto as a reminder to himself.
"Leadership by example and .service through sacrifice," Carthell

S.G. Carthell, director of the Office of Multicultural Affairs, sits at his computer.
Carthell received the President's first Diversity and Inclusion award last year.
said. "As we: increase our diversity and the interaction of students on
campus it's only going to help facilitate that."
University President Randy Dunn said Carthcll brings lots of experience and is doing important work at the University.
"He's bt•cum~ a great resource for the University," Dunn said.
"Which I think was appropriately reflected in his winning the inau·
gural award for divc:rsity and inclusion for the: campus <last year). So
we're really happy to have him here doing what he does. He's given us
a lot of success in areas where we really want to have a strong out·
reach."
Contact Walker at john.walker@murraystate.edu.

To pay tribute to National Women's History
Month.- the University is b.olding the "Celebrate
Women" LUllclleon at noon on March 28 in the
Currls Center Ballroom.
This year's lun.cbeon plays host to the ftrst
"Celebrate the Advancement of Women"'
awards, which s.alute faculty. staff and students
who are 'Working to better the lives of women in
western Kentucky and at Murray State University.
People may r~r to attend the luncheon. as
well as submit award nominations at
murraystate.edulcelebratewomen.
The registration deadline is Friday, March 22.
The cost is $12 for faculty, staff and community;
$10 for students.
For more information, visit murraystate.
edu/celebratewPmen. or contact the Women's
Center, 201 Ordway Hall, at 809-3140 or
celebratewomen.murraystate@gmail.com.

----------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Students 'view'
eating disorders
Austin Ramsey
Assistant News Editor
Till' University Women's Center hosted its annual "Room
with a View•· walk-through exhibit this week to illustrate the
warning signs of eating disorders in students.
·Student workers and voluntc:ers worked for several months to
design and decorate five rooms in Old Richmond College show·
ing the timcline progression of anore.xia in a fictional Murray
St:uc fre:;hman athlete named Sandra.
Several hundred students and faculty walked through the
exhibit. reading Sandra's journal l.'!ntries and taking in the digres·

sional state of her mom beginning at the start of her freshman
year and ~nding with May. after the fictional freshman has
attended rehabilitatiun for her malnutrition eating disorder.
Susan Lawhead. senior from Glen Carbon, Ill., helped lead the
developm~nt of this year's "Room with a View." She said the
walk-through is an important teaching tool.
:'What we're trying to do is to teach people to s~c the red flags.
An eating disordl~r doesn't happen overnight," she said. "The
idea of this program is show people the signs and symptoms to
look for in themselves and in others so that more people can get
the treatment before it becomes a full-blown eating disorder."
Lawhead said the program adapts each year based on the suggestions of viewers from the year before. As a result, this year
the Women's Center hranched out for help from a professional
eating disorder center.
"One of the things Wl~'rc offering this year is the Eat-26, which
is a survey that evaluates your attitudes toward food and your·
self to determine if you're at risk for developing an eating disor·
der." she said.
After viewers walked through tbe exhibit, they had the option
to take the survey, Lawhead s aid. If they did, a professional from
the Renfrew Center, a re.sidential eating disorder treatment facility in Nashville, would interview them.
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One such interviewer, Seaneen Brown, a professional relations
representative for the center, said the exhibit was a good example of how powerful and fast-acting eating disorders are. ·
"It was really interesting to see how they were able to dcscrib~J
what this person is going through on a ml>nth·by-month basis."
she said. "It's pretty close to what thest• girls (at the center)
describe, especially how quickly the disease takes hold of her."
Brown said college campuses are eating disorder hot spots.
Murray State, she said, is no different from other universities.
''There is about 54 percent of the female population at any
given time at a university that has some sort of disord~r of eating," she said. "We've found that about 25 percent of the girls we
have spoken to have the red flags of an eating disorder."
Students who walked through the exhibit found it harsh but
necessary to get the sobering facts of eating disorders across to
the Murray State community..
Stephanie Green, junior from Mayfield, Ky., said she had never
seen anything quite like the exhibit but that it taught her much
about her peers with disorders similar to Sandra's.
Said Green: "It's gruesome. It's surreal to see what people go
through. I never thought it could ,get this bad."
View photos of''Room with a View" on thenews.org.
Contact Ramsey at aramsey5@murraystate.edu.
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Our View

Manage money
wisely, watch bank
account grow
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board ·Of
The Murray Sta~e News.

~at

do you have in your
pockets? Lint? Paperclips? Maybe
a few pennies? With Spring Break
right around the corner1 students
need 'more than a few odds and
ends to cross the city line and get
out of town.
A week-long vacation from
school shouldn't be the only
incentive for students to be wise
of their money management,
though. As unfortunate as it may
seem, money gets you places. OK,
you can take the Christopher
McCandless route and brave the
wild, but even he took hiatuses
from his free lifestyle to earn a bit
of cash from time to time in order
to push some of his adventures
forward.
While we can't change the
lessons you learned as a child,
some of which may have led you
to an early spendthrift lifestyle,
there's no time like the present.
Grab a jar or your lonely piggy
bank and start the change. No pun
intended. Well, OK, maybe a little.
Start by asking yourself before
every purchase if you really need
that item. If it's junk food, then
there's no contest: you don't really
need it, so put it back on the shelf.
New clothes? They can wait,
promise, just patch up your old
clothes if necessary. A piece of
fabric and a threaded needle go a
long way. We understand the
world we live in is used to disposables, but you'd be surprised how
easy repairs can be and how long
they'll last.
As college students, we need to

stop and take a look at what we
need to get by versus what we just
want. Life is flooded with media
telling you what you need to want,
so sometimes it can be hard to
turn down some things.
Take advantage of what campus
bas to offer. Netflix is· great, but
have you checked out the media
section of the library?
Give it a try, there is plenty to
keep you occupied. And of course,
there are enough books to keep
anyone lost in a dozen different
worlds per week, you just have to
pick them up and turn a page.
Are you technology fan? Are you
jonesing for an iPad or Kindle?
Instead of blowing your next paycheck, shave off a small portion
and tuck it away. In the mean time,
borrow one from the library.
Do you budget? There's this
great trick for physically separat·
ing money so you can budget your
needs and wants. Have a set of
envelopes and label them; food,
rent, cable, etc. When you get your
paycheck, cash it and then dole
out your money accordingly.
Afterward, you know what money
needs to go where and how much
extra you have.
Of course, you can do this mentally, also, but some of us are a bit
more visually programmed. Sav~
ings accounts are probably your
best bet. With several banks locat~
ed in walking distance, there's no
excuse to be without a savings
account. Some banks will even
schedule a money transfer from
your checking to savings.
Whatever your method, start
being more conscious of money
management. In the end, you'll
have a whole garden of money
trees to harvest.

Cartoon by Madeline Bartley

Campus Voice

'Bread, yes! But roses, too!' ·
There's
s o m e
unionbusting
going on
right now.
For those
of
you
who don't

k n o w

IIIII do y• tllillk •..

what I'm
talking
about,
Abingdon, Va.
might
I
turn your
attention to Wisconsin.
There, the Republican governor and the Republican-controlled state legislature, in the
name of balancing budgets, are
trying to strip the public
employees' union (representing
teachers, university graduate
assistants, clerical workers, etc.)
of their collective-bargaining
rights, bar union dues from
being used in political cam~
paigns and effectively decertify
the union by forcing yearly
votes to keep it organized.
This is all on top of making
cuts to wages and forcing individual workers to pay more for
healthcare and pensions. The
union has said it would be
happy to give up all the latter
things, but ·not the collective
bargaining and other rights.
That, though, isn't good
enough. The Republicans of
Wisconsin don't just want the
bread, they want the roses, too.
Now, that last analogy might
seem confusing, so let me
explain. In 1912, there was a
strike by textile workers in

Matthew Hall
Senior from

Are unions good or
bad for people1
"Unions are a good thing because they
provide a lot more job security for
construction job type workers."
Samantha Ec.~ert • Indianapolis
junior
"They're a good thing because they
protect the workers from unfair
treatment. They make sure (workers)
get benefits they deserve for doing
their job."
Eric Hersh • Evansville. Ind.
freshman
"This world is crazy. I wouldn't put my
trust in everybody, but if the union has
anything to do with helping my family,
then I go with it."
Isaiah tanaan· BilOXI, Miss
sophomore
Derek Miller/The Nf!\Vti

Lawrence, Mass., composed
mostly of women organized by
the I.WW., which became
known as the Bread and Roses
Strike. This was because some
of the workers carried a sign
which read, "Bread, Yes! But
Roses, Too!"
The bread symbolized the
material demands of workers,
wages and the like, and the
roses were the immaterial gains,
namely dignity and shop-floor
democracy (look up syndicalism).
This has become my motto
when it comes to labor unions,
because as often as not, the
roses are just as important as
the bread. Just look at Wisconsin. Those folks will take home
less bread, so long as they've got
those roses.
•
Now, all of this probably
seems a little foreign, maybe
even like I'm taking the wrong
side. After all, a New York
Times article I read interviewed
a number of "private" sector
workers in Wisconsin and even
those in unions thought the
public employees didn't deserve
these kinds of rights. But here's
the thing: all workers deserve
these rights and probably a few
more.
Trade unions, be they for miners, teachers, metal-workers or
farmers, have always been at the
front of the drive for democracy.
Most of the social legislation we
hold dear in this country, from
Social Security to the eight hour
work day, has union origins.
What's more, these things
weren't always earned by peo-

ple protesting and petitioning.
Many times, they were paid for
in workers' blood, spilled by
thugs, cops and soldiers doing
the bidding of bosses or the government.
Now, I have to say, I usually
write a couple of these just to
get some of the anger out of
them. With this one, though, I
can't seem to let the anger go,
mostly because I don't see the
need.
I am encouraged by the tens
of thousands who protested at
the Wisconsin Capitol on Saturday and by the Democratic senators who· fled the state to stop a
vote on the bill. It's nice to see
some Democrats with backbones. But even if they defeat
this bill, the labor movement
still needs help.
We need to stop thinking that
the government and the corporations will help us. They won't.
Democrats are tied up by the
business lobby and the corporations and Republicans never
gave a damn anyway.
Workers have to take care of
themselves and that's only
going to happen when we stand
together. That goes for Wisconsin, for the whole of the United
States and for this campus.
If you see a problem at your
job, be it in Kroger, McDonalds,
Sparks Hall or even Winslow,
don't just complain, organize!
Hold the people on top
accountable. And hold on tight.
They may give a little bread to
try and quiet you, but if you
want the roses, you'll have to
take them.
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Jeers to ...

Fat Cookies in
Cheers to .•. Snoop
San
Francisco ~ Dogggg and his adibeing~hut down.
tion of two more 'g's
Is it a crime to
to his name. If you're
learn from drug
going to mispell a
dealers how to
word and make it
peddle scrumpyour own, go all out,
tious cookies? I think not.
right?

Cheers to ... Mimosa

:~~a, tha~~

I write in
response
to William
Zingrone's
guest editorial from
Feb. l l
"Ben Stein.
Changing
Views . "
Cynthia Gayman Like ZinAssociate Professor grone, I do
of Philosophy
not share
Stein's
anti-science views.
And I also detest hypocrisy,
misrepresentation of facts and
historical revisionism.
However, unlike Zingrone, I
reject the absurd antipathy
betwe~n science and religion so
pervasive in contemporary discourse-whether one is against
science or against religion it
seems each side believes the other
uncommitted to the pursuit of
truth-and so I take issue with his
effort to rescue science by an
attl!ck on Christianity.
Hwnan history is a long nightmare, and if the effects of religion
are horrific, they are also benign,
beneficial and sometimes inspiring. Yes, Martin Luther's abhorrent treatise, "On the Jews and
their Lies," formented longstanding antagonism against the Jews
into active hatred, which flowed
and ebbed over the next 500
years, and not just in Europe: the
United States has its own shame
to bear on this front. The church
council of the Evangelical Lutheran church has rejected Luther's
text, just as the Sodthefn 'B~plr~t \
convention fmally took a public
stand against historical support of
slavery in the United States, but
this is not to say that violence and
bigotry under the auspices of
Christianity have disappeared.
But the Christian religion is not
responsible for Hitler's systematic extermination of 6 million Jews.
Most scholars view Hitler's religious sensibility as anti-thetical to 1
Christianity and find "Mein
Kampr· an unreliabl~ source,
givt:n its rhetorical l;>athos. As
leader of the German nation, this
master propagandist used threats
of a Stalinist invasion to terrify a
citizenry against "enemies" at
home. In private he said of the
Protestants, "You can do anything
you want with them, they will
submit..." And they did submit in
too great a measure, as did leaders
in the Roman Catholic Church.
Fear and bigotry do not excuse
institutional protectionism nor
justify the actions of those profoundly unfaithful to their faith.
But many . Christians were not
unfaithful - among them, martyrs Sophie Scholl and her brother, who worked with the anti-Nazi
group, White Rose (pan-European and Christian) and Dietrich
Bonhoeffer. the German Lutheran

reacts
to
touch! 1'his
plant would
amuse
me
for hours. No lie.

Randomly Penciled

Crawlingforward

cheers Jeers to ...
~

•

J•eer5

pastor who defied the laws of the
Third Reich as early as 1933, and
supported Jews until his capture
Jeers to ... the snowman
and subsequent execution in l94S.
slide in South
That · churches and individual
Lake Tahoe. Jeers
Christians were complicit with
because I want
Nazism does not establish a
an
awesomely
causal link between Nazi ideology
constructed slide
and Christian dogma. in any case.
like that. Can we
To assert that it does. as Zingrone
trade? I have rain.
suggests, is to commit a "false
analogy" - that is, a fallacy of
reasoning.
I want to make an additional
claim: It is just as specious to discredit Christianity on the basis of,
say, the celebration of the
Fuhrer's birthday in the Vatican
as it is to discredit science on the
basis of Freudian psychoanalysis.
I happen to greatly admire Sigmund Freud. But if I mention his
(In resp()nst.• to th<.' commentary
name to my very good friends in
'Weather emL1ngcr::.· students' pub·
the psychology department at
lishcd by The Murray State News on
Murray State, they change the
Feb. 18)
subject. Psychoanalysis is not a
' If you feel that the University
science, they say. But it was does not care for the welfare of stu·
and for many years. In a discipline
dents, leave. ·I was unaware there
that must continue to fight for its
were people up in arms about the
status as a science, Freud is an
University not closing when the
embarrassment.
weather outside was frightful.
Much worse than embarrassing Unaware until I read .a rude comis another science popular early in
mentary and comments pertaining
the 20th century, one Hitler was
to people defending our University
and its decisions.
quite taken with: Eugenics, the
I was unaffected by the weather
"science" of genetic mutation
because I was in Louisville at the
aimed at improving human cultime, but I know for a fact that if I
ture. In the United States, this
had
been in town. J would not have
meant enforced ster-ilizations of
left
my
bed. I do not like driving in
"undesirable populations'' and
any conditions but sunny and clear.
laws against miscegenation; in
Rain is pushing it and I have even
Nazi Germany it mearit an endless
been late to classes because of
supply of experimental "animals"
rainy mornings or afternoons. If
- human b~in,gs " ueon whom
vou,
as stu1ents~
fc~l that tpe con•
~
.
,.-,r
~ "
{
11 tin$eakable\iole"hce
d6b'&-ih q· ditions
ar.e oo much to brave, you
the name of scientific research,
should close your mouth and · stay
home.
Phrenology, race-based biology,
As I read the commentary, I was
taxonomies of types and other
"scientific" pursuits are largely working in the Biology Office with
a girl from Chicago. She laughed as
discredited today, morally as well
she
told me a story about her freshas scientifically. This "social Darman year in high school.
winism" has little in common
To sum it up. Chicago received
with the work of Charles Darwin,
30 inches of snow, two-and-a-half
but Hitler was vitally interested in
feet if you were wondering. Jessica,
the "scientific" evolution of the Biology Office worker, still haJ
human betterment, especially as it
to go to school because it was open.
pertained to the mass extermina- She had to ride two buses to get
tion of"vermin." Coupled with his
there. One was not running
because the roads had not been
interest in chemistry, physics,
cleared and then she walked the
engineering and, one supposes,
rest of the way to school. She
mortuary science, Hitler's purifiended
up being an hour and fortycation of the Aryan race was simfive minutes late and received
plified by these technologies of
detention.
death.
1 have heard, not just from JessiThe questionable history of sci- ca, but from many students who
ence, the terrible mistakes made
are from larger cities laugh·at the
in its name, must not be used to crazy antics small towns pull when
discredit science. Why should
six inches of snow falls to the
actions by Christians discredit ground.
Case in point, there are people in
Christianity? To paraphrase Zinthe
world who have to go to cJass
grone: To somehow · twist the
when
snow c.:ovcrs the ground. If
responsibility for the Holocaust
you
feel
your driving skills are less
away from Nazi political ideology
than desirable for the weather conto the centuries of dehumanizaditions, stay home.
tion and persecution of the Jews
Your professors will understand.
by Christianity is dishonest in the
Getting on a social network site or
extreme.
using the school newspaper to
History is complex. Truth is
speak poorly of administration is
complicated. Let us be more hontacky and speaks of your character.
est.
We are Racers whl•n we arc

~ ~~~~

day. l pre-

fer walking
to class, not
swimming,
thanks.

...;.;__ _ _ _~

for its response t.o

Westboro Baptist
Church after continued
harassment by Westboro. Eh heh heh
heh. .Amusing.

letters ·letters·· letters
admitted to Murray State University. We are smart Racers when we
look at the weather outside and
make good decisions to keep ourselves safe.
Speaking of being a Racer, attend
the big game this Saturday at the
CFSB Center. It begins at 7:30 p.m.
and is against Eastern Kentucky
University.
At least several thousand students live on campus. I will admit, I
did not attend a Racer basketball
game until last semester. There
was not one specific reason other
than I just did not attend. I imagine
many of you are similar to me; tons
of Racer Pride, but not willing to
spread it any further than your residential college.
That is a poor reason not to
attend. especially when you, as a
student, get in for free.
You do not have to be an avid
basketball fan, but believe me,
there arc many reasons to go to the
games. Do you think I really go to
keep up with the stats of the players and the score? Of course not.
Whatever the reason, find one and
attend.
It .Is ~athetic to see so many
empty' se~.ts ' in such a beautiful
facility. 1 Who knows,' you might
even find yourself on television.
GO RACERS!

was

It di~c~s.sed the
. .
.
posstbtltty
of
Optnton Edttor insects becoming
the ·meat of the future'.
I see what they're saying. Being
small and compact c~;eatures, creepy
crawlers (not the plastic ones you
mix and bake) would be cheaper for
consumers and more environmentally-friendly to raise for consumption.
They eat less, create a minimal
amount of waste (in comparison to
our current source of protein) and
are not similar to humans, unlike
pigs, which means diseases arc far
less likely to jump from them to us.
Today, people typically only consume insects by accident or coated in
larges amounts of sugar (you've seen
the suckers, or received one as a gag
gift). OK, I'll confess to curiously eating an ant or two with my cousin one
summer (I think we were five years
old). but other than that, I haven't
voluntarily consumed insects. Ever.
I don't know about that old lady
who swallowed a fly, but I certainly
don't want to swallow anything fl~t
tering on its way down. On the other
qand, using insects as meat substitutes I can get behind. Bake it, grind
it up and I'll use it in my chili or on
top of a salad.
As it stands now, I'm not sure how
receptive people of the United States
would be to the idea of bugs instead
of beef.
Insects are generally perceived as
unpleasant and unwanted critters.
We associate them with uncomfortable feelings and horror movies.
More than likely, a person would
rather see a bug on the heel of their
boot than imagin.e it in their belly.
Stop and think apout it, tho~gh.
When you eat a bwger, a hot .dog or.·
any other ground meat substance,
there's probably an insect somewhere in that mixture. It's practically
inevitable. Bugs ara everywhere (if
you haven't noticed).
.,
So why not• take advantage of a
source of protein that is already running rampant? There are already
recipes for insect-themed foods, and
throughout history some critters
have even been considered delicacies.
Remember as a kid when your
mom made you eat something you
swore you'd hate? Don't knock it till
you try it, right? Try that approach to
the idea of bug burritos and insect
eatibles.
The world population continues to
expand and food is always in
demand. Finding new sources of
nutrients, being creative with what
the earth provides, is key to survival.
If we can reduce, if not completely
eliminate. the harm caused by our
growing need for sustenance, we
should.
Instead of living your days imagining being jettisoned into space to
find a new planet after this one's
been tapped, take a hint from Disney's "Wall-E'' and take care of what
we already have. Use it wisely and
creatively and we won.'t have to
worry about an expiration date.

Casey Bradley

Cheers to ... Anonymous

All students
Racer s, like it
or not

Browsing
through the vast
mess that is the
Internet
(daily
fixes are necessary), I stumbled
upon a Wall Street
Journal
piece
about eating bugs.

Cornelius Hocker,
junior from Greenville, Ky.

Kentucky, not
alone
(In response to the commentary
'The time is now' published by The
Murray State News on Feb. 18)

Welcome to Corporate Agriculture-controlling spineless politicians.
You are not alone. Idaho shares
the same challenge. We also have
an abundance of H20 and sec the
same destruction of our natural
resources, air and livelihood from
Confined Animal Feeding Operations. Local and State laws protect
the "good ole boys" and we are
constantly fighting new legislation,
brought to the State House by Farm
Welfare Subsidy recipients, making
it easier for these industrial facilities to pollute - All in the name of
Agriculture.

Continue your quest and stand
for what is right.
Joe Morton,
thcncws,org
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• The New! facebook opinion forum:
Share your thoughts about articles,
current events or campus happenings.
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Would you
eat bugs?
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Just a Bit Outside

Uni, Dos, Tres
Everyone docs it,
let's be honest. At
some time or another,
you've sat back in your
chair, taken a look at
the TV and said silently to yourself, "Man,
that is a good looking
uniform." (Awkward

,

-

--G..,....r_eg
___
Waddell

pause.>
OK. maybe you
Sports Editor
haven't but humor me
for a moment. The
idea of uniforms got me thinking and after
a day's worth of pondering I had in my
hand a list of what I deem the 10 best unis
in college fotltball. Here we go:
No. 10: Penn State - What can I say
about this uniform that hasn't already been •
said? It's dean and simple, which I love,
and has a certain timeless fed to it. From
Kerry Collins to Evan Royster, everyone
who has p;mcd through Happy Valley has
donned the same blue and whitt• uniforms.
That, in itself. is commendable and makes
it worth a spot on this list.
No. 9: Ohio State- In my opinion, nothing says Big Ten football like the scarlet
and gray of Ohio State. Capturing a certain
sense of style :md grace in the design, the
uniform forces onlookers to follow the
action. Although I love the Buckeye pride
stickers and shoulder stripes, they would
be hight~r on the list if Ohio State didn't
wear thc:m.
No. 8: Texas - This uniform starts with
the helmet. A complimentary piece in
many ways. the helmet can ultimately push
a uniform over the top or hold it back in
design and in this case it turns a long fly
ball into a home run. The burnt orange
longhorn stands out beautifully on the allwhite helmet and seals the deal for inclusion on this list. When thinking about this
uniform, clean is the first word to come to
mind and what Sl'ts it apart
No. 7: Oregon - People can say what
they want about Oregon's uniforms but
come on, Phil. do you really need a different combination for every game? That
said, I loved some of the options including
tlie all-white and aiJ-black unis, but my
favorite of the bunch arc those worn during the Duck's IS-13 win over Cal The
white helmets and white jerseys really
stood out against the green pants.
No.6: Miami- In the battle for the fifthplace spot, the Catholics and convicts
square off :tgain but this time Touchdown
Jesus walks away victorious in the
matchup
of
old
rivals.
The
green/orange/white combo is one of my
favorites in sports and could have ended
disastrously Cscc Florida A&M). All in all a
solid uniform and one of my favorites.
No. S: Notre Dame - In my t)pinion,
Notre Dame is a l()t like the Yankees - a
blue-blood puwt•rhouse that has fallen on
hard times recently. I know the Yankees
won the World Series in 2009 but with the
money they spend on players every year.
winning only one title since 2000 is embarrassing. That said, I lovl' the Fighting
Irish's uniforms. The navy blue on gold
offers a nice contrast highlighted by the
gold trim on the white numbers. Notre
Dame may not always play well but they
alwa}'S look great doing it.
,
No. 4: Indiana - My next couple of
choices probably won't be popular as they
go somewhat off the map but it's m}' column so my opinion is what matters. I went
with the Hoosiers in this spot because it
reminds me \lf my high school's uniforms.
The crimson and cream look awesome
together accentuated by the white shoulder stripes. The only thing I would change
would be the red striping on the pants.
No.3: Louisville- This pains me to write.
At no point do I ever wnnt to pnt the Cardinals on th<.' back, but when credit is due
1 guess you must give it. Somewhere a lot
of UL fans arc smiling as 1 admit defeat,
but these uniforms arc simply awesome. I
love the red lind hlack on white and think
that the all-black unis arc among the best
alternates anywhere in sports. The main
thing that seals it for me though is the red
piping on the shoulder pads. There aren't
any other uniforms like them and I love it.
No. 2: Michigan State- I like the simplistic approach to these jerseys. which prove
that sometimes less is more. They lack the
flare of some of the others but do a good
job of mixing the uniform's three primary
colors while staying surprisingly clean. It
doesn't hurt thtll green is my favorite color
and looks awesome when framed against
the white of the jerseys. Well done. Sparty.
No.1: San Jose State - I can't say enough
about these jerseys. When someone told
me bright blue and gold met in the Spartans' uniform the first thing to pop into my
mind was a car crash. Wow, was l wrong.
The brightness of the colors blend beautifully and jump off the field. To say I love
these would be an understatement. The
only request I'd make is to ask that all the
players wear knee-high white socks while
rocking these unis.
•Go to thcncws.org for a photo gallery.
Contact Wadddl at gregory. waddell@
murraystatc.cdu.

STA'f.

Sophomore QUard Isaiah canaan rises up for an uncontested dunk In Thursday's 9ame aQalnst The battle of MSUs was won by Murrey State who polled ahead for a 70-62 thriller.

Fans cheer the Racers on In the victory Thursday. The win ouaranteed a share of the OVC title.

Men's Basketball

ovc

Team
Murray State
Morehead State
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee State
SEMO
UTMartin
Eastern Illinois
Jacksonville State

Record
13-4

12-S
12-S
11-6

Pet
.765

Home Away

6-2

7-2

.706
.706

8·1
6-2

4-4
6-3

Streak
Wl
Ll
W3

W2

4-13

.647
.530
.530
.3S3
.3S3
.23S

3-14

.176

9-8
9-8

6-11
6-U

Senior guard B.J. Jenkins battles In the post for 1 basket
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Th.e Great Outdoors
The Road to Professional Fishing

Each week. The New1 Elizabeth Johnson, Greg Waddell, Drew Hursey, Will
cartwnghl Sophie McDonald plus aguest face off In aheated round of Pick 'em.

If you watched
the
Bassmaster
Classic last week·
end. Kevin Van·
Dam
won
his
fourth tournament,
climbing above the
$5 million mark
and once again
penciling his name
Steve
in
the
record
Miller
books. Not bad for
a few days of fish- Outdoor columnist
ing.
Murray State University has spit out
some pretty good names on the pro tour:
Terry Bolton, Mark Menendez and Dan
Morehead. All are making great money
on the tournament circuits.
Compared to anglers, nearly every college football, basketball and baseball
player will hang up their jerseys and look
for work in a field other than professional sports after graduation. But it's also
true some college anglers will begin their
journey of professional bass fishing once
outofschooL ·
'
The following accounts of former collegiate anglers illustrate that unlike other
sports you can take many paths to
becoming a professional tournament
angler.
Ben Helmerich of Louisville, is a grad·
uate of Murray State. When his college
fishing days came to an end, he made the
decision to start his campaign of professional fishing by progressing through the
lower-level tournament circuits until he
felt ready to compete within the next
level.
Helmerich loves to play video games.
and he approached his fishing dreams in
the same manner he would approach a
new game: start at the beginning and
move on to the next level once you have
mastered the preceding one.
The FLW Bass Fishing League seemed
the most logical place for Helmerich to
start his movement towards becoming a
pro,
"Fishing the BFL events are financially
cheaper than some of the higher level circuits, but you still get valuable tournament experience," Helmericb said.
Helmerich finishea his first year of
BFL events fourth overall in points in the
Land J;lerween the Lakes boater division.
His results show the consistency needed
to make it on the higher levels.
Helmerich's top·IO finish in year·end
points becomes even more noteworthy
when you consider he had never fished a
tournament prior to joining the Murray
State Bass Anglers.
•
ucollege fishing has opened new horizons for me," Helmerich said. "Instead of
it just being a pastime, it has become a
sport and a possible career for me. My
experience as a college angler taught me
the skills and techniques it takes to succeed."
The next step for Helmerich is the
Stren Fishing Series events, in which he
plans to wet his feet next year.
"I will probably fish select Stren events
and depending on how 1 do in those I will
decide whether I make a run at becoming
a full-time pro," he said.
There is no set path for an angler to
take his skills and try to compete at the
pro level. T here are so many ways to
qualify for bigger and better events, a
rubric on how to do it is impossible. But
who knows. in the near feature, we may
see some college anglers challenging
Kevin VanDam for the most dominating
angler in professional fishing.
College anglers compete this weekend
The Murray State Bass Anglers will
host this year's Second Annual Murray
State Kentucky Lake Invitational in
remembrance of Kyle P. Dieling this
weekend at Kenlake Marina on Kentucky
Lake.
Dieling, a founding member of the
Murr11y State Bass Anglers died Jan. 1
after his truck hit a patch of black ice on
his way to go goose hunting. Dieling was
a passionate angler and knew how important it was to keep college students
involved in the sport he loved. He
worked hard to have the sport recognized and accepted in the Bass Fishing
Community.
After graduating from Murray State
with a degree in criminology, Dieling
served his hometown of Elmhurst. Ill., as
a police officer. He was a highly regarded
patrolman in the Police Department as
well as the City of Elmhurst.
Murray State will compete against 35
schools from around the nation, including rivals Eastern and Western Kentucky
universities for a first-place prize of
$2,000. Weigh-ins will take place at
3 p.m. Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday and
are open to the public.

Contact MWcr
murraystatc.cdu.
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Elizabeth Johnson
Editor-in-thief
last week: 2-4
Season record: 18-12

Greq Waddell
Sports Editor
lastweek:N
Season record: 18·12

Drew Hursey
Assistant Sports Editor
last week: 5-1
Season record: 17·13
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No.7 Brigham Young
at No. 4 San Diego State

Will cartwright
Chief Baseball Analyst
Last week: 3·3
Season reconl:16·14
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Sophie McDonald
Rifle Correspondent
last week: 2-4
Season record: 19·n

Guest: Paul lewis
Senior from St. Louis. Mo.
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Season record: 16-14
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Women's Basketball

Tournament time?
Racers hope late season push is enough
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer

Phr•to<; by Kirk lhuws/7 ht• N•'ll"'

Junior forward Kayla lowe drives a(Jainst an opponent this season.

With two losses and a win added to
their record, the Racers .tre fighting to
keep their s~ason alive after tlu: latest
.setback, a 70-69 hcartbre;~ker to Morehead State Thursday night.
On Feb. 17 the Racers got their second consecutive win, taking down
Southeast Missouri State by 20 points.
In the tirst half the Racers struggl<.·d to
pull away from the Redhawks. trading
the lead four times before the half
ended with the Racers ahead 19-15.
However. in the second half, Murray
State's offense came alive, giving thl•
Racers the win.
"We got the one we rc.tlly ncl·dcJ at
Southeast Missouri," Head Coach Rob
Cross 1;aid. "Defensively it was just an
absolutely huge effort all night long
and then the offense came on in the
second half. We ~hot 50 percent from
the field and put the hall in the basket.
That was basically the diffcn.•nCl' in the
game. We were able to pull away and
pull a 20-point win in thL•ir gym."
Two days later the Racer~· luck ran
out, and they fell to eastern Illinois
University by 13. Though Murray State
managed to tic the game twice, they
never man:lgcd to gain a lead in the
game. Cross said the Racers' shooting
percentage of just 31.3 was tn blame.
uwc played OK," Cross said. "We.
had a lot of ~nergy ami playl'd pretty
good dcfcnsivdy. but just struggled
putting the ball in the basket. That was
really the difference in the game."
Despite the loss late ln the week, and

the strings orlosscs early in the season,
earlier in the week Cross said hl• felt
th~ OVC Tournament was still attain·
able.
"The con\'ersc of that is if we don't
take care of business this week we
won't. be in the tourna'mcnt," Cross
said. "So hasically wt•'rc in a tournament right now. and that's our mod<.· to
<.:ompctc for a l'hnmpionship. We've
got to get the job done."
In addition, Cross said though the
wins have not bc(:n th<.·rc. the effort has
been consistent.
"We'vl' had a senSl' of urgency,"
Cross said. "We've really played hard
and compctt•d, we've just r~:.1lly struggled with putting the hall in the basket.
(ln) different games we've turned the
ball over quite a bit. Some games we
look great and don't turn it over :1t alL
"lh·bounding has been up :mu down.
We've just been up and down all year,
but the effort, f<lr the most pan. has
been there."
Starting :tt 5:15 p.m. S:•turda>' Murray
State f.1ccs off against Eastern Kentucky in wh:tt may oe the last game of
the Racer~· season at the CFSB Center.
Though their last meeting <:arne at
the beginning of what has proved to be
:1 difficult season for the young 'Racer
team, the situation has rcmaint•d the
s:tme, with consistcncr remaining the
large~! problem. Without a win the
Racers willlinJ themselves on the outside lo11king in. lt would mark the sccund straight year Cross' team has faik•d
to advance ttl the Music City.
C()nt.1ct
Lt.•db<·ttt.·r at
krr.1.
/cdbcttc~vmumJystatc.cdu.

at stevc.millcr@
lowe prepares to go up strong against a Jacksonville State defender.
I·---

The team celebrates after a play against Jacksonville State on Feb 12.
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l Online reservations available
at murrayplazalodge.com

MURRAY
PLAZA

LODGE
Email: mpt@murrayplezatodge.com

are Specialties
308 S. 121/J St., 1\.lurray
'
270-759-2500
• IA'lser VISUm surgery consultatiOns
• Budget & dcsiglll'l cycwl~ar
• !\lust insurance accepted
• t\11 types of cuntads

Murray State Employees
Wl·
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your insuram:c

for your
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Softball

Baseball

II le photos

Sophomore infielder Stephanie Edwards bunts in a game last $eason.

Arunner attempting to steal during a oame last season Is cut down. The Thorouohbreds have had the same luck thus far. stumbll119 out to a G-4 start.

The skid continues

Racers look south for success
Sophie McDonald
Staff writer

' Tennessee State
The softball team will play against Middle
this wcckl•nd as well as the Georgia Southern Eagles, the Hclmunt Bruins and the Auburn T igers in the War Eagle Classic
in Auburn, Ala.
"We're excited about going down there and pl;~ying at
Auburn," Head Coach Jay Pyron said. "They1ve got a nicl'
facility; it's a great ballpark and should be a Jot of fun for our
girls to play at."
The Racers have a l-1 record and have never faced Georgia
Squthl•rn (4-7) or Auburn (9-0), something Pyron said will
make for a difficult but rewarding weekend.
"It's a wide range of opponents and challenges we're going
to face," he said. "Getting the opportunity to play against an
SEC sch<Hll willl:w a good test for where we are right now."
With the changing of the weather, the team is now transitioning to playing on the field, Pyron said.
"It's tough at this point in the season to be one of the teams
who has had little opportunity to field balls in the dirt. we just
have to get out there on the diamond and throw our stuff to
an actUal base," he said.
The team will put aside distractions, however, and focus on
controllable things, he said.
..We're trying to make sure we can play for seven consent·
tive innings as hard as we can and as consistent as wl! can
without any innings where we let our guard down or drift
away in our focus," Pyron said.
With heavy emphasis on playing the same way every pitch,
he said the players have stepped up.
"We've really kind of stepped it up in the weight room and
in our lifting and conditioning program," Pyron said. "We've
kind llf kickt'd that into high gear recently. We're trying to
make sure we can get a little more balanced and a little
stronger and faster and control our play a little more with that
,so that has been something I think the players have really
enjoyed."
After the War Eagle Classic, the team travels to California
·--~~~
before having their first home game March 19 against Eastern
Illinois at Racer Field.
Contact McDonald nt smcdonald3@murraystate.edu.

innings," McDonald said in a postgame
interview. "You know sometimes that
happens when our pitchers arc loose
and warmed up. For whatever reason
we are not getting the job dnnl' in the
first inning. and it kind of puts us
behind the eight ball to start with.''
Senior catcher Drew Pixley led the
offensive attack with two hits. and
senior centerficldcr Elliot Frey scort'd
two runs in the loss.
"When you are down 11 few runs in
the game you still have got a lot or
baseball left," McDonald suid. "We
have to do a better job of hitting and
getting back in the game and trying to
get back ahead."
In the series finale on Sunday the
'Breds lost a tough game 7·6 with fflur
costly errors. Freshman pitcher
Cameron Finch gave up three runs and
five hits over five ·and one-third
innings. Only one of the runs, however,
was earned.
On Tuesday the team traveled to
Arkansas State to take on the Red
Wolves. The 'Breds fell H-4 even with :1
great performance from junior starter
Tyler Beers who gave up just one
unearned run on two hits and eight
strikeouts over eight innings. Iunior
infielder Travis Isaak racked up three
hits and scored one run.
The 'Breds host their first series this
weekend when Bowling Green State
comes to town. The first game starts at
2 p.m. today at Johnny Reagan Field.
The other two games begin at l p.m;. un
Saturday and Sunday.
Contact Cartwright at wJiliam.
cartwright@murraystare.edu.

Will Cartwright
Staff writer

The 'Breds are hitting 273 on the year but have
only five extra base hits out of 38 overall.

It was a rough weekend fur the
'Breds. The baseball team was swept at
the University of North CarolinnAshevillc. It was the first weekend
series for the team which is now 0·4 on
the season after losing Tuesday to
Arkansas State in Jonesboro, Ark.
In the first game last Friday thl'
;Breds lost ll-15 In a game with a combined 31 hits between the two teams.
Junior Bryan Babin took the loss for
Murray State after allowing seven runs
over one and two-third innings.
"We actually played pretty well,"
Head Coach Rob McDonald said. "We
didn't pitch well enough to win. Normally when you score 11 runs you fed
like you arc going to win and we didn't
get that done."
The 'Breds were led offensively by
sophomore infielder Brandon Elliot
who went 3-for-5 and two runs scored.
"I don't think (the pitching struggles
are) going to become a habit," McDonald said. •·we came out and played
pretty hard. We swung the bats well,
just for whatever reason the guys that
pitched who arc good pitchers didn't
get them out as well as we would
expect them to usually."
In the second game of the series on
Saturday the 'Brcds gave up five runs
in the first inning and were not able to
overcome the deficit losing the game
15-5. Junior pitcher Luke Shuemaker
took the loss after allowing five runs on
nine hits over four innings.
"We have had some tough first
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Tennis

Team looks to right ship
Andrea Ballm ann
Contributing writer
Three dc(l·ats and one win - that is the latest update for both the men's and the women's
tennis teams in the four-week-old spring season. Although the start of both campaigns
left mu.:h to be desired, the Racer squads
arc now highly motivated because
of their victories lasL
week :md
arc ready
tn
face
tough
opponents
the rest of
the season.
Women's Head
Coach Connie Keasling
.said her team is invigorated
after their 4· 3 win last Saturday in
Nashville.
"That wns a huge match (against
Bdmont) be,cause now we havt• a team
idcntit}'," she said.
She thought of their first succes s as a big
test for the rest of thl· season and us pan of
Ohio Vallcy Conference preparatiun.
"The non-conference schedule is
important, of course., but as a coach, you
really want to win your conference m:ttchhy Ri1 k
es," Keasling said. "(Winning) the conferRenaldo Domoney celebrates during a match last year. ence tournament will give you an opportu-

nity to play in the NCAA tournament."
As om.· of the six games before tournament
play on March 11 against Jacksonville State,
Keasling .said she wanted to usc Saturday's
non-conference game to get her crew ready
for a gainful future.
"The other non-conference matches that we
play ... arc similar to the make-up of Belmont,"
Keasling said, referencing four upcoming
matches in Arkansas.
The Racers arc gearing up for a long drive
and a bu!;y schedule next week. On Wednes·
day. the Racers take on a tough Arkansas State
team, before facing Central Arkansas and
Harding the f,>llowing day.
"1 think Central Arkansas and Harding are
very similar matches to Belmont, so I hope
that we're able to continue that (success
story)," Keasling said.
They compete with Arkansas-Little Rock
Friday to close out the trip. But first. Keasling
aims to prepare her team for their next match
against Southern Illinois Sunday, which she
compares to the Blue Raiders of Middle Tennessee State.
As one of the strongest opponents so far,
MTSU gave the Racers no chance last Friday
and sent them home with a 6-1 defeat. But one
highlight for the Racers was senior Lindsey
Wiseman, who was the only one to win her
singles match.
"1 hope that after playing Middle Tennessee
outside ... we have that match experience, so I
hope it carries forward and we build on that,'.'
Keasling said.

She wants her team to take advantage of
the experience they will gain from numerous
training sessions and recent win.
Mel Purcell. head coach of the men's team.
expects the same of his players. After starting
the spring season with three defeats, the Ral·ers prevailed against Western Kentucky 5-2
on Feb. 12 and thereby brought their first
winning match of the year to the books.
"We love: to beat Western, because Western used to be in our conference. They're
very big rivals," Purcell said. "Hut the main
thing is that our doubles arc playing better
(and) improving."
He said the doubles competitions arc
important for the team's success.
"Doubles will be our main kl•y of ingredients," he said. "lf we can win this year. we
keep playing good doubles."
That was exactly what happened in Bowling Green, Ky .• and it brought confidence and
the joy of playing back to the squad, Purcell
said.
~Any time we win. especial!)' with this very
tough schedule," Purcell said. "It gives the
team a better mood - even though our next
match is Kentucky coming up."
The Racers travel to Lexingtun and take on
the Wildcats Tuesday.
"We try to play teams that arc in the top 20
of the elevation, so it just gives us an opportunity to go play a better team," he said.
Even though the Wildcats arc used to playing singles first ond don't give Purcell and his
athletes the opportunity to work on their doubles, the Racers arc confident, Purcell said.
Said Purcell: "We can plar good against
Kentucky, we can play good agoinst anyone."
Contact Ballm.1nn
at
ab.1Jlmann@
murraystate.cdu.

Track

OVGtourney
has team excited
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer
This weekend the R.ncers will linisb their
indoor track season. looking forward to not
only the beginning of the outdoor season. but
also the seasons to come.
While the futures of the cross country and
track teams are exciting, Head Coach Jenny
Severns is also excited for her athletes and
the Ohio Valley Conference tournament
"l'm excited and nervous, which is typical,"
Severns said. "I'm excited to sec how everyone will compete. ! think I get more nervous
than they do. I just want everyone to do the

best that they can and I know how disap·
pointing it is when you don't. I always get
nervous for them.
"Then.• arc some people on the team that
this will be their last indoor conference meN
ever. so I get nervous for them because I
want them to go out with a bang. I know their
all capable of doing well."
Despite her confidence. sickness has pro·
vided the team with more than its share of
struggles this season, and may affect ihe
tournament
"Everybody is back. Everybody's not 100
percent. but everybody's back," Severns said.
"At. least they're capable of competing. For
instance, Rebecca Hbctamu missed two-and·
a-half weeks of running. Therc's no quick
answer to that. We can't get her in shape in a
"Week. It could change the outc(lme for her,
but we don't know w.here she would be now."
Sickness aside, Severns said she has seen
her team take great strides not only in their
events but also in learning to behave as a

team for the first time.
"I do think that we're at least as far, if not
further than we would be, as far as being a
(track) team is concerned," Severns said. "I
think that they just support each other more,
especially at meets. Regardless of wqether
·somebody's your training partner or not,
they're your teammate and you're always
there cheering for them."
Severns said she saw evidence of this when
the players who did not travel with the team
last weekend stayed in contact with her to
support their teammates.
.
Beyond the team, this season has been a
learning experience for Severns as well.
Though she also coached cross country earli·
er this year, this season bas continued to be a
process building the fledgling program and
gaining her footing as a new coach.
"It's been interesting," Severns said. "Since
I had most of the distance girls during cross
country I think I already had a grasp of what
it takes for each of them to succeed. but I'm

still learning and I think that's something you
always continue to learn and the second that
you stop is tht• second they stop getting bet·
ter. We're in the very beginning stages of
building a strong program."
And build the program is exactly what Severns hopes to do. As far as Severns is concerned. theres nothing that her smaU team of
athletes can't do.
''The potential is endless. Jt honestly is,"
Severns said. "There's no reason why in a
few years we can't be winning. cross country,
indoor and outdoor. There's no reason for us
to not be winning OVCs in all those areas and
taking girls to the first round of the NCAAs
and maybe even the finals of the NCAAs.
That's where we want to be and I really think
that's where we will be in a couple of years."
For now, the Racers have to settle for a
chance in the OVC tournament and a chance
to start again next month.
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.Jcdbcttcr@
murraystate.cdu.
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Many students may feel stressed or concerned about filing taxes. The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance prOCJram offers sessions
for students and low-Income families who need help and do not have the resources to pay someone to do it for them.

Organization offers tax help, eases student worries
Jamie Booth
Staff writer
Taxes: just one more thing to ;tdd to the hectic schedule of
a full-time college student.
Not only is dealing with the IRS time consuming and frus·
trating, but how to file taxes is not common knowledge. How
is a college student supposed to know what form to usc and
what obscure number to put in Box 2a?
Sarah Wang, junior from Carrollton, Ky.. and Ashlec Cobb,
junior from Dyersburg. Tenn., are two students currently
dealing with the aggravation of tax season.
Wang, who works part-time in the Women's Center, said
her dad insistl:d on filing her taxes the past two years becaus<:
of her lack of tax know· how.
"Aside from knowing what form I should fill nut, I have: no
idea what any of the stuff means," she said. "I don't know
what all of thOSl' exemptions and deductions :1re ur which
ones apply to us. It's all Greek to me."
This is Cobb's first year making enough money to tile fed·
eral taxes, but she has some experience with FAFSA forms.
she said. However, Cobb is ;1 busy college student with little
time on her hands. ~md she wishes the University Qffered
more students a way to fit tax help into their busy schedules.
"I know they offer a personal finance class, and that's great,
hut not everyone has time to take that class. So it would be
nice if they could offer just a quick 'how to file your taxes'
class," she said.
Luckily 'for Cobb and the rest of her peers, the end to the

.. .

tax struggle is only as far away as the Business Building. The
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance program, or VITA, is a
group of accounting students who take four hours out of their
Friday afternoons five times a semester to file taxes for all
stud~nts and low-income families.
· 8rittni Sullivan, VITA coordinator and graduate student
from Wallace, Nev•. said the goal of the program is to offer a
free service to students who do not know how to file their
taxes and who do not have the resources to pay for someone
to do it for them.
"Right now, a lot of (students) don't have a lot money for
things like this, so it's important for us to offer a free service
likl' this," s he said.
·
Even though VITA is a free service, it is run by experienced
and reliable students who have plenty of resources to help
out the average taxpayer. Sullivan said.
"The program is made up of undergrad accounting students
who have completed a tax class," she said. "The also have to
go through a long, detailed certification on the IRS website
:md they must pass to be Ct!rtified."
Students and low-income families can also get their fin·
ished tax returns checked at the VITA sessions, Sullivan said,
because a mistake can lead to a lesser return or a complete
rejection and do-over.
"I encourage people to bring in their tax returns becaus~
we might find something wrong with them," she said. "We
have the knowledge and expertise to sometimes find things
and ftx them so (the return) doesn't get rejected by the IRS."
VITA is a two-way street. It not only helps students in need

....

of tax assistance but it also gives accounting students an
opportunity to practice and hone their skills, Sullivan said.
"A lot of students want to do taxes professionally when
they graduate," she said. "VITA gives them a cltancc to learn
and grow in their k.nowledge of taxes."
In today's world. taxpayers can ~house to get almost instant
gratification with e·filing, a service which VITA offers. Sulli·
van said. However. whether you plan to file the old•fashioncd
paper way or through the Internet, there arc several records
required for a maximum refund.
,
Students with part-time jobs wishing to file with VITA
should bring in their W-2s, any 1099 forms from saving
accounts or dividend interest, a Social Security card, a photo
10 and a 1040·2 tuition statement. Foreign students need to
bring in their visa and passport as well. along with a 1042-S,
which usually does not arrive until March.
low-income families. which sometimes require a more
complex form. should bring in any medical records <tr extra
financial statements.
Although taxes arc a huge hassle, even with the help of
VITA, Cobb said there is one redeeming quality to all the
work: the refund.
"I'm planning on going to Florida for Spring Break, so I'll
probably use it for that," Wang said. "Or maybe I'll buy an
XBOX with Kinect instead."
VITA sessions arc held March 4 and 25 and April 8 from
noon to 4 p.m. in Room 353 of the Business Building. This
year's tax deadline has been extended to Aprill8.
Contact Booth at jamie.booth@murraystate.edu.
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Thurman stalker seeks plea
Uma
Thurman 's convicted
stalker is trying
to work out a
plea deal on
charges that he
tried to contact
her after a judge
declined to toss
out or pare
down the new
case.
Manhattan .__.....,..,..._.-__._..state Supreme Uma Thurman
Court
Justice
Gregory Carro
said Wednesday there was enough evidence to support the new contempt,
stalking and other charges against Jack
Jordan, who had been ordered to stay
away from the "Pulp Fiction" actress.
Jordan, 39, rem41ins jailed on $500,000
bond. He said nothing during Wednesday's brief court hearing.
He was involuntarily committed to a
mental hospital in 2005 after being questioned abuut his obsession with the Academy Award-nominated "Kill Bill" star, he
has said.
If convicted of contempt, Jordan could
face up to four years in prison. He's due
back in court March 30.

'Deadliest Catch' star found dead
Justin Tennison, a member of the hit
cable TV show "Deadliest Catch" was
found dead in an Alaskan motl'l room
Wednesda)', police said.
Tennison worked on the Time Bandit,
one of the vessels on the popular Discovery Channel reality series that depicts the
crab fishing industry in the dangerous
waters off Alaska.
Beer, hard liquor and a small amount of
marijuana were found in the room,
Homer police Lt. Randy Rosencrans said.
Police believe a party was held in the
room on Monday night - two rooms
were registered under Tennison's name
and nearby guests complained of no~se. :
An autopsy by the state medical examiner's offi~:e was scheduled to take place
later Wednesday.
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Groups cover mirrors, raise awareness
Jamie Booth
Staff writer
"You don't need a mirror to feel good ahout
yoursdf." •
This is the message several student organizations shared Sunday nigh1 as they covered mirrors across campus in preparation for Mirrorless Monday, an event to pmmote National Eating l>isordcrs Awareness Week.
The organization.; of Alliance, Alpha Omi·
cron Pi, Alpha Sigma Alpha, Alpha Sigma Phi,
Deltn Sigma Thetu, Gamma Sigma Sigma,
MESS, SASW. Sigma Sigma Sigma and Zeta Phi
Beta set out to show Pl'uple th<.> impact that
mirrors m41ke on tlwir lives, said Janel:
Springer, event coordinator and senior from
l.ouis:ville.
Springer said she organized the event as a
requirement for her YNI. 400 internship program. While this event was dune by the Worn·
en's Center several years ago. Springer, who
knew ~he wanted to raist• awareness about eating disorders, thought it would be a good idt•a
to bring it back.
Rcimagining beauty and how students view
their image was the main goal of the event,
Springer said.
"My idea was to make people more aware
how much they dcpendl:d on the mirror to tl!ll
them about their image," she said. "You don't
havt.• to look in the mirror for people to like y(IU
or to think you're beautiful. It's Pfrsonality that
makes people beautiful."
Covering public mirrors is not an easy job,
Springer said. There were several steps she und
others had to complctt' bcfort! the event could
get underway. Permission had hl be granted,
doors had to be unlocked on Sunday night and
organizations had to get Involved.
"First we had to get permission from building
coordinators, the head of the buildings :md
campus securities," she snid. "We Wl'nt around
and measured all till' rnirrms nnJ counted
them. Then we sent letters {)Ul to all the orga·
nizations on campus asking them to 'adopt' a
build in~,;."
Mirrmless Monday was the kickoff to
National Eating Disorders Awareness Week on
campus, which also included the Women's
Center-sponsored Room with a View and a
belly dancing concert.
After having seen the struggles of students
with eating disorders. Springer said she wanted
to empower students 111 get help.
"J wanted to get involved with this week
because l have had friends in the past who had
eating disorders," she said. "A lot of pl•ople
have eating disorders, :llld arc afraid to get help
from peers or teachers. W.:'rc ju~t trying tu let
people know that lhN\.' arl' pt:ople out there
who l'an help them.''
.
Plans for next year have not been laid out nod

or

Eliz<~hcth

lof'tnson! The Nl'l.vs

Newspapers cover the mirrors in a women's bathroom. Foil was also used to cover as part of Mirrorless Monday.
the Women's Center has not covered mirrors
mentoring program sponsored by the Women's
campus-wide since 2005. This is for good reaCenter that places college and middle school
son, said Jane Etheridge, director of the Worngirls together. worked with staff at Calloway
en's Center.
County Middle School to cover the mirrors
"It's amazing how much work it is," she said.
there as well.
"It's really a pretty huge undertaking. Also, it
While student reaction was hard to gauge,
has a little bit of a shock value but if you do it
Etheridge said somc complaints were voiced at •
very often it wouldn't."
the Curris Center and there was just gcner..tl
Etheridge links the mirror to several body
confusion in the library. However, she still f<.•cls
image issues that both men and women face
the event was successful.
•
during not only their college years. but their
"I know some people were frustratl•d," she
entire lives.
said. "We d id hear in the Curris Center that
In fact, judging one's body in the mirror can
some people complained because they couldn't
completely change one's mood and lead to seriusc the mirror for grooming purposes. That
ous insecurities, Etheridge said.
was OK because we still got across the idea that
"When we look in the mirror and we look at
we want~d: how absorbed we arc in our own
a part of our body that we're least happy with,
image but not realizing how being so self-conwhat we tend to do is magnify that," she said.
science of our appearance really affects us."
"It really affects our self-esteem and our selfMirrors are helpful tools that makl• pt•ople's
confidence. Somebody could be in a really good
lives easier bur also t'ncourage negativity about
mood after class and then they go in the bathuurselves. Etheridge said. Mirrorless Monday
room and look in the mirror and it ~:hanges
Wlts an effort to try to brca~ that negativity.
their mood very quickly."
"What we wanted to do with Mirrorlcss
Even though staring in the mirror can be
Monday is that, for one day, (to) every person
detrimental to self-image, Etheridge said Mirwho gazes into a mirror. what is reflected back
rorless Monday also forces students to re'alize
at them is very positive," she said. "It's somejust how much they look at themselves.
thing that helps them to see themselves fur
"We wanted to make people realize how
more than just that blemish or the part of their
often we do usc mirrors, or windows, to try and
body they don't like. To help them have a more
see our reflection and just gaze at and judge
balanced perception of self. To broaden their
ourselves, but, typically, not in a positive way,"
concept of beauty, to broaden their conc~.·pt of
she said.
~~~·~~--who they are and what:S valuable about them.,,_.,..~~
Etheridge said student organizations covered
That was what we wanted to do."
not only the mirrors in most major campus
Contact Booth at jamie.booth@murraystatl!.
buildings. but elsewhere as well. GROW. a
edu.
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Crossing over

'Roommate' leaves audiences unsatisfied

I think of each
television show's setting as an individual
universe, 109 percent
separate from all others unless otherwise
specified.
For the recbrd?l
love •ben it is otherwise specified.
Charlotte
That's right: I love
Kyle
crossovers. I dream of
Features Editor a world where any
show can do a
crossover with any other show, free of
network boundaries and complications.
Can you imagine the untapped potential? What if Gloria Pritchett of ABC's
"Modem Family" enrolled in a course at
Greendale Community College with the
study group from NBC's •community"?
I'm sure Britta would be excited about
finaHy having a Latina member in the
study group.
How great would ABC's "Grey's
Anatomy• be if they needed to call in
Gregory House (FOX's ..House") for a bit
of help with an unusual case?
I have a feeling House would be more
entertained by the romantic drama
involving the employees. He does love
soap operas.
I started thinking about this more and
more when I caught an episode of "Full
House" on ABC Family Wednesday
morning.
Poor Stephanie Tanner. Her teacher
sent a letter home saying she had trouble
reading and might need glasses.
It was, of course. the worst news in the
world for the young girl. She did not
want to look like a total geekburger.
I put myself in her shoes: if I were feeling self-conscious about looking like a
nerd, who would I want to help me out?
Nowadays? Tina Fey, of course. (Or
Liz Lemon, if we're talking TV·only
terms)
Then? Anyone, really, other than the
person they chose.
Tb;tt's right, Stephanie Tanner got a
visit from Steven Q, Urkel of "Family
Matters."
Standing next to Urkel would make
even the dorldest person feel like The
Fonz for a few minutes, sure, but it does·
n't seem llke the right choice.
It worked, though. As strange as it was
to see Uclcel in the ..Full House" universe,..
it really got me thinking about the whatcould-have·beens.
"Family Matters" had some of the
weirdest story arcs by the end of the
series.
Urkel duplicated himself or somethbtg
as equally ridiculous, having a cool ver·
sion who booked up with the girl he'd
always been in love with.
lbey bad teleportation pads and Urkel
just invented some of the craziest stuff.
Because Urkel exists in the "Full
House" universe, that means those things
exist there, too.
I like to think Danny Tanner would
invite Urkel to do a segment on "Wake
Up, San Francisco."
Maybe they could have cloned
Michelle and made use of both Olsen
twins on a regular basis. rather than
rotating or using one for the "random
identical cousin" storyline or the good
Michelle/bad Michelle episode.
Can you imagine two Michelles all the
time? Double the cuteness?
Is your mind totally blown?
Mine is, and I think I like it.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.

Features Editor Charlotte Kyle
writes the movk reviews.
Anyone who watched the
trailer for "The Roommate"
probably did not expect it to be
great.
It clearly wasn't to be an
Oscar contender or anything.
After all, the cast primarily
consists of actors who have
· appeared on The CW.
One could expect, however,
for it to be bad in that super·
c ntertaining-a nd -totally-aguilty-pleasure way.
Instead, "The Roommate" was
just bad. Period.
The movie centers on Sara
J\.1atthews (Minka Kelly, "Friday
Night Lights"), a college freshman who likes fashion, alcohol
and boys.
She moves into a dorm on
campus and soon meets her
roommate, Rebecca (Leighton
Meester, "Gossip Girl").
At first Rebecca seems shy
and reserved, but soon it
becomes obvious that she's gotten attached to Sara. She doesn't
want Sara to date this random
squinty guy (Cam Gigandet,
"Twilight") she met at a party
or hang out with this drunk girl
(Aly Michalka, "Hellcats") who
showed her boobs to an entire
frat house.
The random guy and drunk
girl have names but those names
are not really important. The
characters exist solely to show
you how pretty, popular and
irresistible Sara is.
In the course of the hour-anda-half runtime you'll also meet
Sara's ex-boyfriend, Sara's professor, Sara's friend/fashion
mentor and a random stray kitten for these same reasons.
They are plot devices. The
movie is not about them. It's
about Sara.
Which, honestly, is a shame.
Sara is, by far, one of the most
boring characters I've ever had
the displeasure of watching.

Photo courtesy o( a llmoviephoto.com

Minka Kelly and leiQhton Meester star in 1he Roommate.' One olrtls perfect the other Is crazy. It's just like a real life. riQht?
"Oh look, she's fashionable!''
maybe it's "'dark'' but not in a
you might say to yourself. "You
creepy way. More literally, as
can tell because her professor
many scenes are poorly lit or
adores her and she's wearing a
color-balanced in a cliche, unatscarf and fedora."
tractive manner.
I was bored of her within the
This is one of many producfirst 15 minutes.
tion problems. With movies
Rebecca is a far more interestwith bad plots or bad dialogue
ing character who gets very lityou can usually say, "Oh, but it
tle back story or explanation for
was nice to watch. The actors
why she is how she is.
looked pretty and the music was
The audience is supposed to
nice."
accept that she' s crazy and the
No, not with "The Roomreason is because she's not on
mate."
her medication.
Director Christian E. ChrisIt's a lazy plot device and lazy
tensen decides to use the shakywriting.
cam technique to show how
Tbe dialogue itself is awkunstable Rebecca is. Quick,
ward. First time screenwriter
flashy cuts offer nothing more
Sonny Mallhi slaps you with the
than a headache and a nauseatexposition, as the movie comed feeling.
pletcly lacks subtlcty·...--~----The soundtrack is nice,
The trailers made the movie
though. I 1~ the songs they use,
look suspenseful. dark and like a
but unfortunately they are poor"Single White Female" adaptaly used.
tion.
There are multiple moments
It's none of those things. Well,
when a song builds up to the
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Zero stars: Save your cash
One star: Only if you're bored
Two stais: Wait for the rental
Three stars: See it immediately
Four stars: A future classic

Medium

Easy

-

loudest, most powerful point
and then cut suddenly to a new,
silent scene.
There are other moments.
actually, where the fllm goes
through five one-minute scenes
to get the point across. It jumps
around, leaving the audience
confused and unsatisfied.
If only one aspect of the
movie was bad then I could forgive it, but the fact that everything was awful makes me question: where have all of the good
bad movies gone?
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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